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Success Story

Scales SD-WAN for
Hundredsof Restaurants 



Burger King scaled its existing WAN infrastructure with Forcepoint 
Next-Gen Firewall and SD-WAN, enabling the deployment and     
management of policies for hundreds of its restaurants centrally, 
remotely and efficiently.
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Customer Profile

Burger King Scales SD-WAN for Hundreds of Restaurants

Burger King is the leading QSR brand in Turkey. Operating over 650 
restaurants since 1995, its focus on its consumers and its vertically 
integrated business has enabled the company to win numerous 
awards including: “The Fastest Growing Country” in the EMEA Region 
and the “Fastest Development” prize among 1,500 Burger King 
franchisees. Recent notable achievements for Burger King include 
being the “Lovemark of Turkey,” in 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2015 by 
Mediacat and IPSOS.

The Project

Replacing existing WAN appliances of a rapidly developing                      
customer.

Centralizing the IT management of over 1,000 network points with 
on NGFW SD-WAN policy.

Combining existing LTE and xDSL lines to manage business critical 
applications on branch sites.

Reducing downtime preventing opportunity costs.

Challenges:

Initially deploy 867 N51LTE appliances at each individual site, scale 
to over 1,000.

Deploy four 3301 NGFW appliances, one 2105 NGFW appliance.

Combine franchise and local networks into one network.

URL Filtering to block connections to bad websites.

AMD to prevent unknown attacks.

Approach:

Zero-touch cloud deployment of firewalls.

Centralized management of firewalls for all locations.

Secure connectivity from restaurants to HQs.

Direct tangible savings on OPEX and CAPEX.

Reduction of downtime preventing opportunity costs.

Results:

Forcepoint Next-Gen Firewall
Next-Gen Firewall for advanced security, availability and
visibility. 
https://www.forcepoint.com/product/ngfw-next-generation-firewall

Forcepoint Secure SD-WAN
Manage and securely connect all remote offices and 
branches from a central console. 
https://www.forcepoint.com/product/secure-sd-wan

Forcepoint Advanced Malware Detection
Superior protection against zero-day threats with advanced
sandboxing. 
https://www.forcepoint.com/product/advanced-malware-detection

ATP and Forcepoint demonstrated an
exemplary success story and a strong
business partnership in a challenging project
for Burger King, replacing existing WAN
appliances, centralizing IT management and
designing a highly-reliable solution to
manage business critical applications on
branch sites, utilizing next-gen technologies.

The project delivered direct outcomes with
tangible savings on both OPEX and CAPEX
and reduced downtime preventing
opportunity costs.

ATP and Forcepoint are hoping to deepen
their partnership with future projects.
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Burger King, the leading QSR brand in Turkey operating 
over 650 restaurants since 1995, has experienced rapid 
growth and development as a result of its focus on its 
consumers and its vertically integrated business. 

As its Wide Area Network (WAN) approached the end of 
its life-cycle, Burger King sought a new approach of 
managing its sprawling network. Burger King worked 
closely with its partner, ATP, to identify the best fit.

“Combining the franchise and local networks to create 
one integrated network was a top priority,” Bülent 
Cengiz, Senior Manager at ATP, said. “We also wanted 
all connections on one landline so that we could 
provide greater resiliency for each restaurant.”

A comprehensive list of features and capabilities of 
nearly every Software-Defined Wide Area Network 
(SD-WAN) vendor on the market were evaluated. The 
list included.

Transitioning from End of Life to Next-Generation

Granular analysis and visibility of network activity.

Zero-touch deployment via cloud.

Centralized management of policies.

IPSec termination massive networks and traffic                        
prioritization.

BGP dynamic routing protocols with extensive 
networks with over 1,000 network points.

Automatic failover.

Load shedding, balancing, and redundancy.

Ease of use for administrative interface.

Built-in firewall and cloud security capabilities.

Minimum packet loss.

Accommodate multiple connection types.

Making the Smart Decision

Burger King and ATP underwent a rigorous comparison 
process that included PoC (Proof of Concepts) and feature 
comparisons for every top vendor in the marketplace.

“We awarded points for both the criticality and the level of 
importance the feature or capability held for us,” Cengiz 
said. “Each line item received a score out of five for all 
vendors, giving us the opportunity to grade them equally.”

Forcepoint Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW) with 
SD-WAN came out ahead of all other vendors with a 91% 
rating, and an average score of 4.5 out of 5 for all catego-
ries. The results demonstrated that Forcepoint was the 
smart decision for Cengiz and the team.

On top of requesting improvement in its network security, 
Burger King was in urgent need of an enterprise level 
antivirus or malware solution. Integrated Advanced 
Malware Detection (AMD) provided the company the 
protection it required to better prevent cyberattacks.

Burger King and ATP subsequently worked together to 
deploy over 1,000 N51LTE at each individual site. Once 
delivered to the restaurants, plugging the device was the 
only installation requirement which could be performed by 
the on-site staff without ant technical assistance. 

Following the simple installation, Cengiz and his team 
remotely configured the device using the cloud to deliver 
pre-defined policies.

The quick service restaurant also deployed four 3301 
NGFW appliances and one 2105 NGFW appliance at Data 
Center’s as a Hub site during the process.

Forcepoint Next-Generation Firewall
(NGFW) evaluation graph



Burger King was able to gain immediate benefits with its Forcepoint 
investment. It integrated its 800+ restaurant networks and 100+ 
franchise networks, allowing ATP to manage all network policies 
centrally.

With automatic failover and load sharing, Burger King was able to 
privatize the network and prevent unwanted traffic from interfering 
with connection speeds. Furthermore, greater resiliency provided 
more reliable network access for payment systems.

“Reliable communication from one restaurant to all related systems 
ensured that the network didn’t impact operations and meant 
downtime and loss of revenue was far less likely,” Cengiz said.

Even a single outage in the Quick-Service Restaurant industry has 
serious financial implications. 
A failed credit card machine, an interruption in the mobile order 
system, or the loss of takeaway and delivery services can cost a 
restaurant direct income due to lost opportunities. This loss increas-
es incrementally during rush hours. Moreover, these problems

affect customer experience and loyalty which may have negative consequences on the brand on the long-term.

Burger King not only managed to decrease opportunity losses but also gained better protection from cybersecurity 
vulnerabilities in restaurants. AMD safeguarded restaurants from crippling ransomware attacks and URL filtering 
blocked connections to known bad websites.

Ultimately, the project increased operational productivity, showcasing the true benefits of next-generation network 
security capabilities. With the solutions in place, Burger King continues to scale its deployment to well over 1,000 
locations in Turkey.

Gaining Immediate Benefits
Granular analysis and visibility of network activity.

Zero-touch deployment via cloud.

Centralized management of policies.

IPSec termination massive networks and traffic                        
prioritization.

BGP dynamic routing protocols with extensive 
networks with over 1,000 network points.

Automatic failover.

Load shedding, balancing, and redundancy.

Ease of use for administrative interface.

Built-in firewall and cloud security capabilities.

Minimum packet loss.

Accommodate multiple connection types.
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